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Abstract 
 
This paper investigates the language of official literature produced during the Cultural 
Revolution (CR), concentrating on linguo-stylistic characteristics of sentences, relating to 
length, rhyming, parallelism, quotation and grammaticality. By demonstrating the intended 
syntactic features, it aims to explore the languages aesthetic and stylistic characteristics 
and functions. A comparative perspective is made of the CR literary language with that of 
pre-CR and post-CR literature.  
Keywords: formalist criticism, sociological criticism, linguo-stylistics, stylistic register, 
syntactic style, CR literature 
Introduction 
Ever since Russian formalist criticism emerged, literary criticism has placed 
much emphasis on the language of literature.
1
  F. De Saussures theory of 
structural linguistics resulted in enhanced linguistic criticism of literature.  
 
1
 Although successive theories and practices, including New Criticism and Structuralism, 
were distinct from preceding ones, a general tendency towards greater emphasis on the 
linguistic perspective in literary criticism was evident. See Fowler, 1975. 
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Harold Whitehall formulated the view that: as no science can go beyond 
mathematics, no criticism can go beyond its linguistics (Whitehall, 1951: 
713).  Roman Jakobson went even further and stated: Since linguistics is the 
global science of verbal structure, poetics may be regarded as an integral 
part of linguistics (Jakobson, 1960: 350).  The practice by which classic 
linguistic concepts and paradigms, such as langue, parole, signifier, 
signified, deep structure and surface structure, have been applied to 
literary criticism indicates the extent to which scholars have incorporated 
modern linguistics into literary criticism. 
    Sociological criticism based on the literary criticism of Stalins Soviet Union 
dominated Chinese literary criticism between the Yanan period and the late 
1970s.  This criticism affirmed the demarcation between the form and the 
content of literature, regarding language as an essential aspect of the form 
of literature.  Echoing Maos Yanan Forum demands, the Cultural Revolution 
(CR) literary authorities claimed the unity of revolutionary political content 
and the best possible artistic form to be the highest pursuit of CR literature 
(Lin Biao, 1967). 
    Although no specific authoritative documents regarding language in CR 
literature were available, CR critics comments on the language of CR works 
indicate the principles promoted by the CR authorities on literature and the 
arts.  Below is a quotation from an official writing group, which shows that 
the language was under the careful scrutiny of the literary authorities and 
workers.  
 
The hackneyed and stereotyped language, which displays 
mediocrity, vulgarity and obscurity, can certainly not depict the 
revolutionary nature of our time or represent the quality of our 
heroes  Pure steel is smelted through high temperature; the 
language of revolutionary works needs be refined carefully and 
polished repeatedly.  Taking the model theatrical works as 
models and employing the most beautiful language, let us 
produce new works and create brilliant heroic characters, 
thereby glorifying our great era (Fang Yun, 1974). 
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    The CR is well known for its ideological struggles in the humanities.
2
  
Nevertheless, although many humanities-related fields suffered from 
catastrophic attacks, the field of language studies was to a great extent 
spared.  This was a result not so much of linguistics particular relationship 
with both the humanities and the natural sciences as of Stalins doctrine on 
the relationship between language and class character.  In response to a 
number of Soviet linguists who attempted to define language by means of 
Marxist class theory and argued that language had class character, Stalin 
wrote a series of essays entitled Marxism and Linguistics, in which he 
rejected the concept of the class character of language.
3
  According to him, 
Language, as a means of intercourse, always was, and remains, the single 
language of a society, common to all its members  The formula about the 
class character of language is erroneous and non-Marxist (Franklin, 1972: 
420).  In spite of the ideological conflict between China and the Soviet Union 
during the 1960s-70s, the Chinese government generally affirmed the 
validity of Stalinism.  Stalins doctrine on language was introduced to China 
in the 1950s and regarded as a Marxist classic on linguistics.
4
  This 
endorsement emanating from Stalins views on language played an 
important part in protecting Chinese linguists and linguistics during political 
campaigns.  In all the political campaigns of the 1950s and 1960s, including 
the Anti-Rightist campaign and the Cultural Revolution, we seldom find 
influential linguists under attack.  This situation thus offered CR writers some 
 
2
 See The CCP Central Committees May 16th Circular (May 16, 1966): The whole Party 
must follow Comrade Mao Tse-tungs instructions, hold high the great banner of the 
Proletarian Cultural Revolution, thoroughly expose the reactionary bourgeois stand of those 
so-called academic authorities who oppose the Party and socialism, thoroughly criticise 
and repudiate the reactionary bourgeois ideas in the sphere of academic work, education, 
journalism, literature, art, and publishing, and seize the leadership in these cultural 
spheres. (Institute of International Relations, 1978: 236).  
3
 A Chinese version of Stalins essays is Makesizhuyi yu yuyanxue wenti 傜ݻᙍѫѹо䈝䀰
ᆖ䰞仈  [Marxism and Linguistic Issues] (Beijing: Renmin Chubanshe, 1953). Stalins 
statements were extensively quoted and interpreted by Chinese scholars.  A representative 
exposition can be seen in Gao Mingkai, 1963: 44-66.
  
4
 While affirming Stalins statements, Chinese scholars made efforts to reconcile them with 
Saussures linguistics. In the 1960s, before the CR, the sensational discussion on the 
differences between langue and parole, which attracted many linguists and critics, further 
affirmed Stalins statements. This reached the conclusion that langue, as a semiotic system 
does not have class character, but parole, as speech or discourse, may do so. 
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freedom in the exploration of their language, including the freedom to 
experiment.  In brief, therefore, the linguistic style of CR literature to a great 
extent represented the endeavours of the CR literary authorities and writers 
to explore the best possible artistic form of literature. 
    The present study deals with the syntactic style of official CR literature.  
CR literature refers to the literary works of the Cultural Revolution, 
including fiction, poetry and drama.
5
  Nevertheless, CR literary works consist 
of two groups: the first was originally produced before the CR but revised 
and published during the CR; the second group was produced or very 
substantially reworked during the CR, with most works being created after 
1969.  As a synchronic study, this article concentrates exclusively on the 
second group.  Hence, Hao Ran⎙❦, the most important CR writer, had two 
CR novels: Jinguang dadao 䠁ݹབྷ䚃 [The Golden Road] (Hao Ran, 1972-
1974) and Xisha ernü 㾯⋉ݯྣ [The Sons and Daughters of Xisha] (Hao Ran, 
1974).
6
  The former is the best known CR novel and has been mostly 
analysed by scholars from the literary, sociological and ideological 
perspectives.  However, The Golden Road is not included in this linguistic 
exploration, since it was partly written before the CR.  The primary CR works 
sampled are: Hong taiyang song 㓒ཚ䱣亲 [Ode to the Red Sun],7 The Sons 
and Daughters of Xisha, Shanchuan huxiao ኡᐍબந [Mountains and Rivers 
Roar] (Gu Hua, 1976),
8
 Yuhou qingshan 䴘ਾ䶂ኡ [Mountains Green after 
 
5
 According to Chinese critical convention, the written form of drama, including both script 
and libretto, is regarded as a literary work or text, whilst drama in performance mode 
belongs to the arts. 
6
 This novel was one of the most experimental CR works, highlighting the authors 
intentional linguo-stylistic creation in his CR writing. His well-known pre-CR and post-CR 
novels include Yanyangtian 㢣䱣ཙ [The Sun Shines Bright] (Vol. 1, 1st ed., Beijing: Zuojia 
Chubanshe, 1964; vol. 2 and 3, 1st ed., Beijing: Renmin Wenxue Chubanshe, 1966), and 
Cangsheng 㣽⭏ [The Common People] (Beijing: Shiyue Wenyi Chubanshe, 1988). 
7
 The Chinese Department of Yanan University, 1977. It includes a collection of the best -
known CR paeans to Mao. 
8
 This novel attracted much attention from the contemporary literary authorities and a film 
based on it was in production before the end of the CR. The author was also popular in the 
post-CR period. His post-CR novels include Furongzhen 㣉㫹䭷 [A Small Town called 
Hibiscus] (Beijing: Renmin Wenxue Chubanshe, 1981).  
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Rain]
9
 and Dujuanshan ᶌ味ኡ [Azalea Mountain] (Wang Shuyuan, 1973).10  
As indicated in the footnotes below, these works were very well-known 
during the CR, and the authors were either renowned individual writers 
before, during and/or after the CR, or joint authors promoted in the CR.  
Syntactic style refers to linguo-stylistic characteristics at the sentence level, 
relating to length, rhyme, structure and functional nuance. According to 
linguists, the study of style is essentially comparative and contrastive (Leech 
and Short, 1992: 51-54; Spencer and Gregory, 1964: 59-105; and Halliday, 
1970: 68).  This study puts the syntactic style of CR literature in a 
comparative perspective with that of pre-CR, and, especially, post-CR 
literature.  
Stylistic Categories 
The first stylistic category under discussion concerns the length of 
sentences. Long and short sentences are relative concepts and sentence 
length varies in individual texts since many factors can influence this.  For 
instance, narrative sentences are generally longer than exclamatory 
sentences; descriptive texts have more long sentences than conversational 
texts; and adults language includes more long sentences than childrens 
language.  
    Based on these present observations, short sentences are more 
conspicuous in comparison with post-CR works. Below is a descriptive 
discourse composed of short sentences from Hao Rans The Sons and 
Daughters of Xisha. Following linguistic conventions, only Ǆ, ? and ʽ 
are counted as sentence punctuation marks in the present analysis.  
 
⎧нநǄ 
ӁнࣘǄ 
䖞ᵪн呓Ǆ 
Ӫ㗔ᰐ༠Ǆ(Hao Ran, 1974: 228) 
 
9
 Baise diqu san-jiehe chuangzuo zu, 1976. The authorship of this novel is a three-in-one 
group. It was one of the small number of CR novels published by a top press in the field.  
10
 This Beijing opera received considerable critical acclaim in the CR. See Red Flag, No. 10 
(1973): 84-88, and Red Flag, No. 6 (1974): 70-75. 
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The sea did not roar.  
The clouds did not move.  
The turbines did not sound.  
The people kept quiet. 
 
    This section is of prose text although the sentences are printed in separate 
lines.  Prose texts in this novel are mostly printed in lines; the printing style 
represents one aspect of the authors experimentation with the novels 
language.  The four sentences are short in length, with an average of 3.5 
syllables each.  They are all of simple subject-predicate structure.  
 
    Some other descriptive texts in CR fiction include normative-phrase or 
single-word sentences, which do not have predicates and are normally short.  
Regardless of other factors, the authors stylistic predilection for short 
sentences is in the distribution of such sentences. .For example, in Gu Huas 
Mountains and Rivers Roar, we can find such descriptive sentences as: єњ
ᴸਾǄ (The time) Two months later. (Gu Hua, 1976: 17); ৯င䲒ᆀ䟼Ǆ 
(The locality) In the courtyard of the County Committee. (ibid); બ嗉጑ʽ
The Hulong Valley.(Gu Hua, 1976: 89); ਟᱟӺཙʽ But today! (ibid); ཌ
Ǆ Night. (Gu Hua, 1976: 132).  Below is a quotation from The Sons and 
Daughters of Xisha (Hao Ran, 1974: 200)  
 
ዋкⲴ⚟ݹˈа⛩৸а⛩Ǆ 
⎧кⲴ㡩ᖡˈа⡷৸а⡷Ǆ 
䠁䬦ዋкⲴὠᆀṁǃਔ⋹ӅǄ 
哴⋉൏䟼Ⲵਔ䬌䫡ǃ㣡⬧ⴈǄ 
ᰕᵜץ⮕㘵Ⲵᷚ༠Ǆ 
㾯⋉ݸ⛸Ⲵ勌㹰Ǆ 
ॱӄᒤࡽই䎺㾯䍑ࣛᤱᡁԜ⑄㡩һԦǄ 
 
The island speckled with dots of light.  
The sea around crowded with vessels.  
The coconut trees and old wells on the Treasure Island.  
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The ancient copper coins and porcelain plates buried in yellow 
sand.  
The shots from the Japanese invaders.  
The blood of the Xisha martyrs.  
The incident when Saigon Vietnamese seized our fishing boats 
fifteen years ago. 
 
    This section consists of seven sentences, of which the last five are 
normative-phrase sentences.  These normative-phrase sentences present a 
series of scenes appearing montage-style before the eyes of the heroine A 
Bao 䱯ᇍ. 
 
    Consistent with the characteristic of using numerous short sentences, long 
sentences in CR literature generally include frequent pauses.  This can be 
seen in the following example from Mountains Green after Rain: 
֐Ⲵᡰ֌ᡰѪˈަᇎᰙቡ൘㗔Շᖃѝ〟ᙘᖸ␡ˈ᜿㿱㓧㓧Ҷʽ
ᒢᐕ֌ྭབྷௌ࣏ˈн亮ᇒ㿲㿴ᖻˈ⤜ᯝу㹼ʽྲӺ䰩䎧ҹൠ
㓐㓧ˈ㗔Շᙍᜣ⌒ࣘˈቡᱟ֐㠚㹼ަᱟⲴᚦ᷌ʽሩᒢ䜘ᧂᯕ
ᢃࠫˈሩ㗔Շ═нޣᗳˈٿ㻂⿱ᐡǄ䘉Ӌˈቡᱟ嗉῅㗔Շ㔉
֐Ⲵ䇴䇪ʽањӪኑ⣟䭉䈟ˈতнᙍᛄ᭩ˈ৽㘼ᐗ䀰Ԕ㢢ˈ
ᶱ࣋⍇ࡧˈ⭊㠣قᢃа㙉ˈ䘉ᱟӰѸᘱᓖ? (Baise, 1976: 488). 
 
The masses have had a lot of complaints about what you did for 
a long time!  Disregarding objective laws, you have a fondness 
for the grandiose, and like to make arbitrary decisions and take 
peremptory actions.  Now the quarrel about land boundaries, 
which upsets the masses, is precisely the evil consequence of 
your arbitrary action!  Discriminating against other cadres, you 
are indifferent to the masses and partial to your personal friends.  
All these are comments on you by the Longrong masses!  You 
have made mistakes again and again, but you have no intention 
of mending your ways; on the contrary, you have a glib tongue, 
try to gloss over your faults, and even make unfounded counter-
charges. What sort of attitude is this?  
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    This characteristic of having short sentences or frequent pauses is in 
accord with scholars research on the lexical style of CR literature, which 
indicates that CR literature includes more idiomatic phrases than pre-CR 
literature.  Chinese idiomatic phrases normally include four characters, and 
epitomise succinctness and neatness in form (Yang, 1996: 165-79).  
    In CR poetry, the frequent pauses are indicated by separate lines. For 
example:  
 
㓒ᰕ 
㓒ᰇ 
᣹ᔰҶ 
з䟼⊏ኡⲴཊ䟷⭫മ˗ 
嗏ኡ 
㳷ኡ 
ᣜ䎧аᓗ䮯ẕ 
⁚ࠪཙᒅ˗ 
བྷ仾 
བྷ⎚ 
ᮢ૽Ҷ 
᛺ཙࣘൠⲴᡈ啃˗ 
ਧ༠ 
ⅼ༠ 
ᓄ઼⵰ 
ইेєየⲴзՇ⅒બǄ(Guo Xiaochuan 1971: 441)11 
 
The red sun  
The red flags 
Pulled open  
The colourful screens of vast expanses of land 
Tortoise Mountain 
 
11
Guo was one of the most popular contemporary Chinese poets between the 1950s and 
60s. This poem became well known after its first publication in 1971. 
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Snake Mountain 
Were supporting a long bridge 
Hung in the sky 
The wind 
The waves 
Were beating 
The earth-shaking battle drum 
The sound of bugles 
The singing 
Joining in 
The ovation of people on the north and south banks. 
 
    Short sentences, or long sentences with frequent pauses, can also often 
be seen in pre-CR literary texts, especially pre-CR poetry, such as the poems 
produced in the Great Leap Forward.  Nevertheless, representing a stylistic 
characteristic of literary language, they are more prominent in CR literary 
texts.  This is the exact opposite to many post-CR literary works in which 
long sentences with few or no internal pauses are commonly seen.  Although 
there is little research on post-CR literary language, some scholars have 
observed the fact that post-CR literature in the 1980s shows a trend towards 
increased syntactic length.  In her Dangdai Hanyu xiuci yishu ᖃԓ≹䈝؞䗎
㢪ᵟ [Rhetoric art of contemporary Chinese], Wu Jiazhen ⏜⭞䍵 notes that 
the rhetoric of the post-CR literary language laid stress on the technique of 
complication and abundance ䷩ᷘ, which includes an increase in sentence 
length (Wu Jiazhen, 1992: 8-9).  According to Lan Yangs investigation, in 
post-CR literature, especially in the so-called avant-garde literature, writers 
were enthusiastic for formalistic exploration of literary language. One 
mainstream aspect of this was the increased length of sentences, although 
individual writers also wrote short sentences (Lan Yang, 2012: 117-28). In CR 
fiction, for instance, we could never find a sentence like the example below 
from Wang Mengs ⦻㫉 Shitai de jijie ཡᘱⲴᆓ㢲 [The Embarrassing 
Season] (Wang Meng, 1994).
12
 Sentences such as this are in fact prevalent in 
the post-CR fiction of Wang Meng and many other writers.  
 
12
 Wang Meng is one of the most representative post-CR writers. He had been active in the 
1950s before he was labelled a Rightist in 1957. 
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ԆԜᗵ享⌘᜿н㾱㔉Ӫᇦᗇ᜿ᘈᖒⲴঠ䊑ˈᡆ㘵ᱟᜣᇦᜣ෾
ᐲ - ᜿ણ⵰нᆹᗳ൘ߌᶁࣣࣘ᭩䙐ҏቡᱟ᜿ણ⵰ᴤӏ享н䇙
Ԇഎᇦн㜭䇙Ԇ䘋෾ਚ䇙Ԇ൘ߌᶁ઼ࣣࣘ᭩䙐ⴤࡠԆ᭩䙐ྭ
Ҷ䛓аཙҏቡᱟㅹࡠԆṩᵜнᜣ䘋෾нᜣഎᇦਚᜣ൘ߌᶁ䟼
ࣣࣘѪҶ᭩䙐᭩䙐ѪҶᴤྭൠࣣࣘⲴᰦى᡽䇙Ԇ䘋෾എᇦѪ
→Ǆ(Wang Meng, 1994: 2) 
 
They had to be careful not to give others the impression that 
they were complacent or that they were thinking of their families 
or cities  that implied that he was not content to reform 
himself through labour in the countryside which meant that he 
should not be allowed to go home or back to the city but he 
should further reform himself in the countryside until the day 
when he became well reformed that is he could go home or back 
to city when he no longer wanted to go back to city or go back 
home but only wanted to stay in the countryside labouring for 
reform and reforming for improved labour.  
  
    This narrative sentence, which bounded by the Chinese full stop Ǆ, 
contains 128 syllables. It has only two internal pauses. Linguists might think 
that this is an ungrammatical sentence or that it is ill-punctuated and should 
be divided into several sentences. However, such sentences prove to be Wang 
Mengs intentional stylistic creation. These are commonly seen in his post-CR 
fiction but cannot be found in his pre-CR writings. After the CR, Wang Meng 
started to explore different literary techniques; his most noticeable 
exploration is stream-of-consciousness. The gradual increase in sentence 
length is one aspect of his experimentation with language style in exploring 
stream-of-consciousness. On the other hand, Wang Mengs change of style is 
not an individual phenomenon but represents a fashion trend towards long 
sentences in the post-CR literary language.  
    In terms of syntax, sentences are categorised into simple and composite 
types. This example is a composite sentence. A composite sentence includes 
two or more clauses, which may independently be simple sentences. The 
increased length of a composite sentence may be mainly attributable to one 
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or more extended constituents of the clauses. In the following passage from 
Zhang Jies ⻈㲩 Chenzhong de chibang 㰱慵䘬佭儨 [Leaden wings], the 
second clause includes an attributive of 117 characters.  
 
䘉⿽㕃ធˈ㔍нᱟᴹ᜿ڊࠪᶕⲴˈ䘉ᱟ䛓⿽ᴹњᴹൠսⲴи
ཛˈ৸䮯ᒤ䗷⵰Ո㼅Ⲵ⭏⍫ˈਇᜟҶӪԜⲴཹ䗾ˈ⸕䚃㠚ᐡ
ⲴаѮаࣘ˄ଚᙅቡᱟᦹҶаᕐᰙᐢཡ৫ޤ䏓ⲴǃḀ⿽ॆྶ
૱Ⲵ֯⭘䈤᰾˅ˈ・࡫Պ֯аӋ࡛㇑ᴹཊѸ⵰ᙕⲴһ൘ㅹ⵰
࣎ⲴӪˈ㙀⵰ᙗݯˈ∅᚝∅ᮜൠᆸى⵰ⲴˈкҶᒤ㓚Ⲵྷྣ
᡽ՊᴹⲴ㕃ធǄ(Wu Jiazhen, 1992: 9) 
 
This slowness was by no means intentional; it was the slowness 
of a woman of advanced years, who had a husband of status, 
lived in comfort and had grown used to receiving peoples 
flattery, and who knew that a single movement of hers (even if it 
was losing the directions for a certain kind of cosmetics, one that 
she had long lost interest in) would instantly cause people, no 
matter how urgent their own affairs, to patiently and 
deferentially wait upon her. 
 
    The main construction of the clause is 征㗗()亻ㄊ [it was the slowness 
of ()]. The long attributive portrays the female characters unhurried manner, 
reflecting her poised, leisurely and aristocratic deportment. 
    Apart from existing in prose literary language, extended length sentences 
also appear in post-CR poetry. The following four lines are taken from Yu 
Jians Ḷ✂ well-known poem Ershi sui Ḵ⋩Ⱙ [Twenty years old], which 
was written in 1983: 
 
Ҽॱ኱ᱟаਚ㜿䏣⨳Ӿ⧫⪳デ伎䘋ᶕ৸䐣ࡠᒺкᕩ䎧ᶕ㩭л৫ 
൘㠝㻌ᆀ唁᷅ཤ䙊⍎Ⲵ޵㼔઼ࠐᵜ哴㢢ᵲᘇ䟼┊ࠐлቡнࣘҶ 
બಌબಌབྷⶑᥘ⵰᷅ཤቡ↫ᦹҶ⋑ᴹỖ䟂䗷ᶕᐢᱟлॸй⛩ॺ 
Ҽॱ኱ᱟаἥ䶎ᑨᒤ䖫Ⲵṁ൘䱣ݹѝࣳ䎧ੁཙオ௧ሴ⵰㔯ਦ 
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(Wang Yichuan, 1999: 238) 
 
The age of twenty is a dirty football that flies in through the 
window falls onto the bed bounces up and down 
Rolls among dirty socks a grimily-dark pillow tattered underpants 
porno magazines and stops  
Snoring falls into a deep dreamless sleep as soon as the head 
touches the pillow wakes up its already a quarter past three in 
the afternoon 
The age of twenty is a very young tree standing erect in the 
sunlight ejecting its green leaves towards the sky] 
 
    Each line here has 26 or 27 characters (the whole poem consists of long 
lines, averaging about 25 characters each).  Such extraordinarily long poetic 
lines are never seen in CR poems, but are not uncommon in post-CR poetry.  
    According to Wang Xijie ⦻ᐼᶠ, a renowned Chinese linguist specialising in 
rhetoric and stylistics, the functional differences in style between long and 
short sentences are the following: firstly, long sentences are more complex in 
meaning and structure, and thus less straightforward in style; secondly, long 
sentences sound swifter in pace due to their syllabic quantity and density; 
finally, short sentences are more distinctive and regular in rhythm (Wang Xijie, 
1983: 104-110).  Based on these characteristics, therefore, we can conclude 
that CR literary language, which includes large numbers of short sentences 
and has frequent internal pauses in long sentences, lays stress on stylistic 
succinctness, straightforwardness and rhythmicity.  
    The next category is rhymed sentences.  Of all the rhetorical devices 
present in the language style of literary texts, rhyming is one of the most 
universal.  Rhyming in Chinese literature has a very long-established tradition: 
some basic rhyming patterns were established in literary discourses produced 
around three thousand years ago.  In traditional Chinese literature, poetic 
texts follow established rhyming rules, and prose works commonly include 
rhymed sections.  The rhymed sections in prose texts are presented either in 
the form of phrases or sentences in works such as the Confucian classics, or in 
the form of verses in texts such as drama and fiction.  In the 1920s and 30s, 
however, the dominance of modern vernacular Chinese as a result of the 
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Literary Revolution meant that the prominence of rhyming in literary texts 
was weakened by emerging modern literary styles, including unrhymed poetry 
(created and translated) and spoken drama.  Nevertheless, from the Yanan 
period to the 1980s, in spite of the existence of non-rhymed works, rhyming 
was emphasised in mainstream verse-related literature.  
The present investigation indicates that during the CR the prevalence of 
rhyming reached an unprecedented extent in the history of modern Chinese 
literature.  The CR literary world regarded rhyming as a key component of 
aesthetic endeavour or experimentation in CR literary language style.  We 
have so far not found a single officially-published poem during the CR period 
which does not contain rhyme.  This enhanced role for rhyme in fact went so 
far that rhyming broke into a number of areas that were conventionally the 
preserve of unrhymed discourse.  For instance, spoken parts or prose 
monologues and dialogues [nianbai ᘥⲭ] in Chinese drama include both non-
rhyming and rhyming types [sanbai ᮓⲭ and yunbai 严ⲭ].  In Beijing operas, 
nianbai are conventionally sanbai while yunbai may sporadically exist 
(primarily in characters monologues) (Cao Yu & Huang Zuojian, 1983: 458).  In 
CR Beijing operas, however, a development toward rhyming prose discourse is 
evident.  CR Beijing operas consist of two groups of five operas each: one, 
produced before the CR and slightly revised in the early years of the CR; the 
second, produced or substantially revised during the CR.  For the former, 
nianbai are generally not rhymed, but in the latter they developed toward 
being rhymed.  Azalea Mountain and Rock Bay (A Jian, 1976) are 
representative of this rhyming experimentation, in which almost all spoken 
parts are rhymed.  The example below is from Azalea Mountain and the 
rhymed syllables (characters) are underlined (the English translation given 
omits the rhyming characteristics of the source text): 
 
㖇ᡀ㱾 ∂㳷㛶ᣃտҶᶌྸྸʽ(㍗ᣃ䴧ࡊ᡻) 
䴧  ࡊ ୺˛ 
㖇ᡀ㱾 㔁൘䭷ਓˈਇቭ᪗↻ʽ(亯䏣) 
䴧  ࡊ (䴷᛺) ୺ʽ(⥋⭙㖇ᡀ㱾᡻ˈߢੁ䳈ਓ) 
⑙ަѵ ᶌྸྸᖵབྷକᚙ䟽ྲኡˈ 
  ਟн㜭㻆᡻ᯱ㿲ଚʽ 
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䴧  ࡊ 䳶ਸ䜘䱏ˈ傜клኡʽ(ߢੁṁẙⅢᤄ࠰)  
ᵾ⸣ඊ (࣋䱫) ᭼ᕪᡁᕡˈн㜭㴞ᒢʽ 
⑙ަѵ (ሩ䴧ࡊ) ⚛✗ⴹ∋ˈ֐㾱᷌ᯝʽ 
ᵾ⸣ඊ к㓗ભԔˈኲ㜭䘍৽ʽ 
  ǒ䴧ࡊ㘫䓛ᢁੁṁẙˈᵾ⸣ඊ޽䱫Ǆ 
䴧  ࡊ ణʽ(ᥓ㝡) 
ୡǏҼ哴ᮓᶯǐ Ӫભޣཙнᇩ㕃ˈ 
ᗳᙕྭլ㇝⿫ᕖǄ 
ଚ㇑ኡፙൠ৸䲧ˈ 
нᵰ䛓∂㳷㛶(ᢁ㠣ṁẙˈᤄ࠰) 
ᡁ䃃нഎኡʽ(ᤄ࠰Ⅲߢл) 
䜁㘱з 䛓䟼ᇊᴹ䟽ޥ෻Կˈ 
ᵾ⸣ඊ ኲнᱟ㠚ᣅ㖇㖁ˈ  
䜁㘱з} 
ᵾ⸣ඊ} ᴹ৫ᰐ䘈ʽ(᤹տ䴧ࡊ᡻㟲) 
䴧  ࡊ     Ԇቡᱟᕐ㖁ᦅ劬ˈ(⭙ᔰᵾ⸣ඊǃ䜁㘱зⲴ᡻) 
  ᡁҏ᤬Ԇњ劬↫㖁⹤ˈᢃԆњ〰ᐤ⛲ʽ 
ḟ  ⒈ ỻ䭉а⵰ˈ 
  㾱䗃ޘⴈǄ 
䴧  ࡊ ኡлӢӪ䙷䲙ˈ 
  ኲ㜭඀㿶н㇑ʽ 
ḟ  ⒈ 俆ݸ䖜〫ࠪኡˈ 
  ❦ਾ䇮⌅ᮁᨤǄ 
䴧  ࡊ ᡁѫ᜿ᐢᇊˈ 
ḟ  ⒈ 㾱㘳㲁޽йǄ 
䴧  ࡊ ֐ཚѫ㿲ʽ 
ḟ  ⒈ 䘉ᱟ㴞ᒢʽ 
䴧  ࡊ нᮁӢӪˈ 
  ᡁߣнࠪኡʽ(৸Ⅲߢл) 
ḟ  ⒈ (޽ᙕ䱫) 
  䘉ṧᮁ⌅ˈ 
  ਾ᷌ᴤ᜘ʽ(Wang Shuyuan, 1973, 65-67) 
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Luo:  The Viper has arrested Granny Du. (Seizes Lei 
Gangs hands.) 
Lei Gang: No!? 
Luo:  Shes tied up at the entrance to town, being cruelly 
tortured. (Stamps his foot.) 
Lei Gang: (aghast) Ah! (Shakes off Luos hands and dashes 
towards the gap.) 
Wen:  You owe Granny Du a great debt of gratitude, 
brother; you mustnt just look on with folded arms. 
Lei Gang: Muster the troops. Well set off at once. (Rushes to 
the tree stump to retrieve his sword.) 
Li:   (stops him) Dont be so rash  were no match for 
the enemy. 
Wen:  (to Lei Gang) Resolute actions needed at this 
critical moment. 
Li:   We mustnt go against orders. 
(Lei Gang turns and rushes to the tree stump. Again 
Li stops him.) 
Lei Gang: No! (Struggles. Sings.) 
  We must hurry  a life is at stake. 
  I am burning to fly like an arrow from the bow. 
  Even if the mountain falls, the earth gives way, 
I swear not to return (seizes the sword from the 
stump) 
Till I have killed the Viper! (Whirls his sword and 
prepares to dash off.) 
Zheng: Theyre bound to lay an ambush there. 
Li:  Youd be walking into a trap. 
Li & Zheng: And youd never come out alive. (They hold Lei 
Gangs arms.) 
Lei Gang: Even if they try to trap me, (throws off their hands)  
Ill go down fighting and drag them to hell with me! 
Ke Xiang: One wrong move  
Can lose the whole game. 
Lei Gang: But her life is in danger; 
  How can I just sit watching? 
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Ke Xiang: First withdraw from the mountain, 
  Then find some means to save her. 
Lei Gang: No, my mind is made up. 
Ke Xiang: You must think again. 
Lei Gang: Youre too subjective. 
Ke Xiang: You are too impulsive. 
Lei Gang:  I refuse to leave the mountain 
  Till shes rescued. (Starts dashing off again.) 
Ke Xiang:  (stops him again) Your rescue plan 
Can only make things worse. (Wang Shuyuan, 1974: 
118-9) 
  
    As stated below by Wang Shuyuan, the playwright of this drama, rhyming 
the text was his (and other co-operators) intention: 
In the spirit of Chairman Maos instruction weed through the 
old to bring forth the new, we introduced an innovation, 
rhyming the dialogue throughout the opera.  On the basis of 
classical Chinese poetry, while retaining good features of the 
traditional dialogue, we broke the fetters of convention and 
incorporated forms of expression from modern Chinese poetry 
to render the spoken passages more expressive.  Our aim was to 
make the dialogue more harmonious, rhythmic, antithetical and 
dramatic. (Wang Shuyuan, 1974) 
 
    Since rhyming was conventionally regarded as a fundamental feature of 
poetic language, the experimentation of rhyming all monologues and 
dialogues highlights the contemporary aesthetic emphasis on poeticised 
literary language.  Nevertheless, this phonetic arrangement is likely to weaken 
the natural syntactic style of the operas monologues and dialogues, and to 
reduce differentiation between the lexical register of conversation and aria.  
We could tentatively conclude that this phonetically stylistic pursuit or 
experimentation to some extent deviated from the politically sanctioned goal 
of serving the workers, peasants and soldiers, since the style seems too 
literary to be appreciated by the target audience. 
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    Apart from poetry and drama, the application of rhyme is also visible in CR 
fictional prose discourses, although the rhyming is not formulated as strictly 
or extensively as in the modern Beijing operas.  Chinese characters are 
generally monosyllabic and Chinese rhyming includes two categories: strict 
[yanshi ѕᔿ] and loose [kuanshi ᇭᔿ].  In the first, the rhymed syllables 
have the same final; in the second, the rhymed syllables have similar finals 
(Wang Xijie, 1983: 164-93).  It is the second type that predominates in CR 
fictional prose discourses.  The rhyming can be seen both in the narration by 
the author or narrator and in the speech of the characters.  Below are two 
quotations from Gu Huas Mountains and Rivers Roar:  
 
⠅ᆀਜ਼⌕ˈᐳ䉧୔᱕ǄӺᒤ᱕ཙⲴ㝊↕औǄྩᘰᨓᮠн␵Ⲵ
㣡㤎ˈ㔯㣭ˈᄙ㤾ˈ৸㾱ᢺ㓿শҶаߜ䵌ᢃ䴚ⴆⲴབྷൠˈ㻵
ᢞᗇ㑱㣡լ䭖ˈ㔯㥹ྲ㥥ˈзᵘҹ㦓˗ྩᑖᶕѠ㛕Ⲵ䴘䵢ˈ
઼➖Ⲵь仾ˈⲮ呏Ⲵ஬呓Ǆྩ⭘䇨ཊḣ䴮ˈᵿ䴘ˈṳӁˈ൘
ⓚᯱ䐟ਓˈᶁ䲒᷌᷇ˈᛜፆዙ౤ˈኡ䉧⭠ጂˈࡠ༴⮉лҶ㖾
ྭⲴ㢢ᖙᇼѭⲴ䏣ঠ(Gu Hua, 1976: 447)  
Swallows carried bits of earth and cuckoos called Spring.  Spring 
came early.  She carried numerous buds, green sprouts and 
tender stems.  She was about to decorate the land which had 
experienced the winters frost and snow and to make it full of 
beautiful flowers, green grass and luxuriant trees.  She brought 
the land abundant rain and dew, genial spring wind and birds 
merry singing.  Beside brooks, at entrances of roads, in village 
courtyards and orchards, and on cliffs, valleys and fields were her 
beautifully colourful footprints.  
 
਼ᘇԜʽᡁԜᐢ㓿ੁ䛓ӋỖᜣᔰق䖖ǃ㘽䱤䈻ⲴӪᱮ⽪Ҷᡁ
Ԝнਟࣘ᩷Ⲵ࣋䟿઼ߣᗳʽ᱘ཙⲴଁ⛞һԦˈᡁԜаᇊ㾱ḕ
␵ʽнᢺ䱤䈻ᇦǃ⢋公㳷⾎᥆ࠪᶕˈߣн᭦ޥʽл䶒ˈ਼ᘇ
Ԝ㔗㔝ᔰᐕǄ㔗㔝⭘ᡁԜབྷᒢ⽮Պѫѹǃབྷᢩ䍴ᵜѫѹⲴ㹼
ࣘˈᣅޕ䘉൪ᯇҹʽ(ibid: 375) 
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Comrades! We have already demonstrated our unshakable 
power and determination to the people who dream of turning 
back the wheel of history and pursue intrigues and conspiracy.  
We shall certainly investigate the incident of the failed explosives 
from yesterday.  We shall not stop fighting until we catch the 
schemers and enemies.  Now, lets go on with our work. We 
should participate in this struggle through our activities in 
building socialism and criticising capitalism. 
 
    In the first example above, apart from the sentence-ending rhymes, there 
are frequent internal rhymes in long sentences.  This example is a description 
of the scenery of the setting.  The highly rhymed sentences enhance the 
musicality of the description.  The second example is a section from the 
protagonist Liu Wangchuns ḣᰪ᱕ speech addressed to the villagers on a 
worksite.  Unlike the previous example, which represents the beauty of nature 
and has a certain inherent poeticism, this example describes class struggle, 
offering an intense ideological atmosphere seems too discordant with the 
rhymed text. 
    In The Sons and Daughters of Xisha, Hao Ran certainly paid much attention 
to language.  Some of his efforts involved experimentation in an attempt to 
produce poetic effect.
13
  Much of the novel was printed in lines so as to 
enhance the intended poeticised style. Rhyming was often taken into 
consideration. Below is an example:  
 
Ԇ৏ᶕԕѪዋᆀкᱟ㦂߹Ⲵˈ⋑ᯉࡠӪ≁ޜ⽮⽮ઈԜˈᐢ㓿
⭘ৼ᡻ᢺᇍዋਈᡀа⡷㑱㦓ⲴᲟ䊑Ǆ 
 䘉䟼ᴹ⽮ઈ㠚ᐡᒣඖⲴ䐟Ǆ 
 䘉䟼ᴹ⽮ઈ㠚ᐡ߹⡭ⲴቻǄ 
 䘉䟼ᴹ⽮ઈ㠚ᐡ⿽ἽⲴ㨌⭠Ǆ 
 䘉䟼ᴹ⽮ઈ㠚ᐡṭษⲴ᷌ṁǄ 
 
13
 The novels language was in particular commended by the publisher as being poetic. See 
Neirong tiyao ޵ᇩᨀ㾱 [Introduction to the Work], The Sons and Daughters of Xisha, 
verso.  
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 䘉䟼ᴹ⽮ઈ㠚ᐡⲴ↖㻵≁ޥ൞൞ԆԜ⋑ᴹ෻ཤࣣࣘˈ൘䱯ᇍᑖ
亶лˈ↓൘а䶒⭏ӗˈа䶒㓳↖Ǆ(ibid: 163) 
 
He had originally thought the island would be desolate, and had 
never imagined that the peoples commune members would 
have already changed it into a flourishing scene.  There were the 
commune members flat roads. There were the commune 
members comfortable houses.  There were the vegetable fields 
cultivated by commune members.  There were the fruit trees 
grown by commune members.  There were the commune 
members own armed militiamen  they were engaged in not 
only productive labour but also military training under A Baos 
leadership. 
 
    A further type of sentence feature is parallelism; this can be sub-divided 
into antithetic parallelism [duiou ሩڦ] and progressive parallelism [paibi ᧂ
∄].  In structure, antithetic parallelism consists of two parallel parts; 
progressive parallelism includes at least three parallel parts.  Although both 
these two categories are commonly seen in CR literature, the former, 
antithetic parallelism, is more significant.
14
 
    As a stylistic feature, similar to the above categorisation of rhyme, 
antithetic parallelism in Chinese includes loose and strict parallel forms; in the 
former, the two parallel items have the same or similar syllabic numbers 
(characters) and grammatical structures, whilst for the latter, apart from 
having the same (rather than similar) numbers of syllables, rhythmical 
constructions and grammatical structures, the two items are contrastive in 
tonal patterns and rhyme schemes.  This strict antithetic parallelism had 
originally been unintentional, but after the Wei 兿 and Jin ᱻ dynasties, when 
traditional Chinese phonology was established, it gradually became part of the 
writers conscious style. It applied to, or was ruled to be applicable to, various 
types of literary work, and the stylistic significance of antithetic parallelism in 
Chinese literary language cannot be overstated. 
 
14
 For the definition and stylistic characteristics of the two categories of parallelism, see Wang 
Xijie, 1996, 432-44; Hu Yushu, 1986, 526-30. 
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    Along with rhyme, antithetic parallelism also came in for criticism in the 
modern literary campaign of the early twentieth century, which regarded it as 
a stylistic feature of the classical Chinese language.
15
  Nevertheless, in spite of 
this opposition to it, antithetic parallelism has often been employed by 
contemporary Chinese writers.  What is significant here is that usage reached 
an unprecedented level in CR literature.  It can be stated that the CR literature 
under discussion includes a higher density of antithetic parallelisms than any 
other period of twentieth century literature.  In the general framework of 
Modern Standard Chinese, these antithetic parallelisms are mostly loose ones. 
Moreover, parallelism can be applied at various syntactic levels, such as word, 
phrase, clause and sentence. The present study indicates that in CR literature 
greatest number of antithetic parallelisms appears at clause level. The 
parallelisms in the following examples are underlined:  
 
䇙䍴ӗ䱦㓗৫ㅁ䈍ᡁԜⰤ઼۫੗ʽᡁԜⰤ൘ߌᶁ㔓ൠ⨳ˈ
۫Ѫ䶙ભᢺṩ᡾ʽԆԜᩝⲴᱟ㓿н䎧仾䴘ⲴњӪᆹҀネˈᡁ
Ԝᔪ䙐Ⲵᱟ֯ޜ⽮ኡ⋣аᯠⲴᒨ⾿๔ඍʽ(Gu Hua, 1976, 304)  
 
Let the bourgeoisie ridicule us for being crazy and foolish.  
We are proud of being crazy because we are embroidering the 
earth in the countryside; we are proud of being foolish 
because we settle in the villages for the revolution.  What they 
are striving for is only constructing their own cosy but flimsy 
nests, but what we are building is a dam of good fortune, which 
will bring an entirely new look to the commune. 
 
᮷ॆ䶙ભ᳤仾䴘 
ᑖᶕ⾆ഭᯠཙൠ: 
㣣㥹㔯, 
᱕ኡ⻗, 
ᯠᶮӯṚ, 
ᖙ㲩з䟼Ǆ(Gong Yiming, 1976) 
 
15
 The pioneers of modern Chinese literature and language opposed rhyming and parallelism. 
See Hu Shi, 1917. 
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The storm of the Cultural Revolution 
Has brought forth new scenery to the country:  
Fragrant grasses are green,  
Mountains in spring are verdant,  
A hundred million new pine trees,  
Ten thousand miles of rainbows. 
  
    The first of these two examples is from a conversation between the 
protagonist and his companion in Gu Huas Mountains and Rivers Roar; it 
consists of three sentences.  The first is a simple sentence, and the other two 
are compound sentences.  The two clauses of each compound sentence are 
parallel.  The whole section is rhymed. The second example is from a well-
known CR poem; the four underlined lines are four coordinate clauses, which 
include two parallelisms. There are two rhymes, u and i each appearing in 
alternate lines. 
    Antithetic parallelism can also often be seen at phrase level. For example, 
 
ਚ㿱ප൪䟼ˈ≤⭠լ䮌ˈ〗㤇↓㔯˗එൠкˈở⭠ਐ㘐ˈ⻗
⌒䘎ཙǄප䱼ѻѝˈᛜፆѻ⮄ˈᒢⴤ᷍㲜Ⲵᵘỹṁˈᣭ㩬ᢜ
㮮ˈ㓒㣡ᙂ᭮ˈᴹྲ䮯㲩䍟ᰕˈ✭⚛⟾ཙǄ(Baise, 1976: 588) 
 
In the farmland there were mirror-like paddy fields and green 
rice seedlings; on the hillside there were green terraced fields 
and emerald waves extended to the sky.  Between fields and on 
cliffs, red kapok flowers were in full bloom with calyxes and buds 
waving.  The flowers looked like long rainbows or flames of war 
stretching into the sky. 
 
    Hao Ran pushed parallelism forward beyond the internal structures of 
sentences.  In The Sons and Daughters of Xisha, antithetic parallelism is 
frequently extended to paragraphs. The novel reads at the beginning: 
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㾯⋉Ⲵ䴘䟿⢩࡛Ѡ㼅Ǆᆳᢺ䘉ዋኯкᡰᴹἽ⢙Ⲵਦᆀ䜭⓻⏖
ᗇ㛕㛕Ⲵǃ৊৊Ⲵˈवਜ਼⵰䗷ཊⲴ≤ԭˈԯ֋〽аᥘ⻠ˈቡ
㾱┤лᶕǄ 
 
㾯⋉Ⲵݹ➗⢩࡛ݵ䏣Ǆᆳᢺ䘉ዋኯкᡰᴹ㥹ᵘⲴ㣡ᵥ䜭ޫ㛢
ⲴᇶᇶⲴǃ㢣㢣Ⲵˈ੸⧠⵰䗷⎃Ⲵ㢢ᖙˈྭլᗞа᧕䀖ˈቡ
Պঠ䇠൘㺓㾏кǄ(Hao Ran, 1974: 3-4) 
 
There is abundant rainfall in Xisha.  It enriches the leaves of all 
plants on the island, making them plump and stout.  They seem 
like drops of water which would fall with only the slightest brush. 
 
There is plentiful sunshine in Xisha.  It raises all the flowers on 
the island, making them flourishing and full of colour.  They seem 
likely to leave an imprint on your clothes with only the gentlest 
touch. 
 
    The other type of parallelism under discussion, progressive parallelism, was 
also commonly applied to CR literary texts. For example: 
 
ୀ㗔䶒ੁ㗔Շˈᢺ䘉њ⎸᚟аᇓᐳˈⷜ᚟䰤ˈՊ൪к㓒ᰇᤋ
ኅˈ䭓啃䴷ཙˈⅼ༠䱥䱥ˈ䷝⛞喀呓Ǆᚠլ᱕䴧┊┊ˈᶮ⏋
બநˈਛӪᗳᕖ◰㦑ˈᥟཻнᐢǄ(Baise, 1976: 585  
 
Facing the crowd, Tang Qun announced the news, then, in a 
twinkling, there was the waving of red flags, the deafening sound 
of gongs and drums, the echoing of dulcet singing, and the 
resounding of firecrackers on the meeting ground. It was like 
thunder in spring or the soughing of wind in pines, which 
heartened all the people. 
 
བྷ⎧ˈ啃ࣘ䎧䬦ӞⲴ⻗⌒Ǆ 
⌒⎚ˈۜᔰҶỘ㣡ॳзᵥǄ 
㬍ཙˈ伎䐁⵰Ḅ䖟ⲴⲭӁǄ 
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Ӂᖡˈ৸䖫䖫ൠᢺ⎧⎚઼㡩ᐶᤝᣩ( Hao Ran, 1974, 196) 
The sea was surging with silvery waves. The waves bloomed 
beautifully. Soft clouds were floating in the blue sky. The shadow 
of the clouds was lightly touching the waves and sails. 
 
    In many cases the progressive parallelism is combined with rhetorical 
repetition; that is, the paralleled items include certain repetitive elements. For 
example (with the repetitive elements being underlined): 
 
㾯⋉Ⲵߋ≁ˈ㍗㍗ൠ䘎᧕൘а䎧Ǆ 
㾯⋉Ⲵߋ≁ˈ⢒⢒ൠㄉ・൘а䎧Ǆ 
㾯⋉Ⲵߋ≁ˈѵѵൠᡈᯇ൘а䎧Ǆ(ibid: 139-40) 
 
The soldiers and civilians in Xisha closely united together.  
The soldiers and civilians in Xisha firmly stood together.  
The soldiers and civilians in Xisha long fought together. 
 
    This frequent application of parallelism and rhyme by the writers of CR 
literary texts was intended to enhance the stylistic register of literary Chinese.  
These syntactic features accorded with the lexical characteristics of CR 
literature, and marked a trend towards highlighting the languages literary 
style (Yang, 1998: 165-86).  This use of parallelism and rhyme was not only 
popular in official CR literature, but was also prevalent in underground CR 
literature. For instance, underground CR poems were generally rhymed and 
full of parallelism. These include the misty poems by a number of famous 
post-CR poets such as Bei Dao ेዋ and Shu Ting 㡂Ⴇ, which were written 
during the CR but were published afterwards (Yang Jian, 1993: 73-166). 
    No official policy documents on the frequent application of parallelism and 
rhyme have been found.  One reason for the popularity of stylistic parallelism 
and rhyming could have been the influence of the writing style of Mao Zedong 
and other old revolutionaries.
16
 According to McDougall, Mao personally 
 
16
 Apart from Mao Zedong, a number of other old revolutionaries, such as Chen Yi and Ye 
Jianying, were also proficient craftsmen of classical forms of Chinese poetry,. Chen Yis poetry 
circulated underground widely after his death in January 1972. 
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preferred traditional literature to modern literature. In traditional literature, 
he loved lüshi ᖻ䈇 and ci 䇽 for poetry and fu 䍻 for prose.  All these classical 
genres are known for their emphasis on the above stylistic characteristics.  
Maos personal literary writing exclusively took the form of lüshi and ci, in 
which he showed impressive skill in applying the specified classical stylistic 
paradigms (McDougall, 1978).  In the immediate aftermath of the CR, Maos 
poetry was almost the only poetry in official circulation.  During the campaign 
to study Maos works, his poetry, which was also graced by his calligraphy, 
became widely known.  Although his poems were in the classical style, and 
not as accessible as modern new poems, the powerful propaganda by which 
they were disseminated and explicated promoted their popularity.  This 
popularity was, of course, due to both meaning and form, but the form, which 
is relevant here, was that of lüshi and ci. The popularity of classical-style 
poetry during the CR is attested by numerous sources. Yang Jian notes that 
there was a tendency towards writing lüshi and ci in the underground CR 
literary world (Yang Jian, 1993, 201-38).  A small pre-CR book on the stylistic 
rules of classical poetry by the famous Chinese linguist Wang Li ⦻࣋ 
circulated underground, and became a style guide from which people learned 
how to write lüshi and ci.
17
 In the Tiananmen Incident of 1976 people 
displayed numerous mourning poems dedicated to the late premier Zhou 
Enlai and opposing the Gang of Four. These poems came to be regarded as an 
exhibition of unofficial CR poetry; significantly, the majority of the poems 
were in the classical style (Yang Jian, 1993: 407- 408). 
    Another stylistic category investigated here is the use of direct speech and 
indirect speech. In terms of grammar, direct and indirect sentences are of 
different syntactical structures.  Linguists have distinguished between the two 
by comparing their representational characteristics.  According to Wang 
Yichuan ⦻аᐍ, direct speech has a more explicit and straightforward style, 
since it presents the speakers mind directly.  The direct presentation 
authenticates the representation of the narrative.  By contrast, indirect 
speech tends to indicate some implicit or oblique nuance, since it is offered by 
the author or the narrator rather than the actual speaker (Wang Yichuan, 
1999: 147-48). 
 
17
 The book was entitled Shici gelü 䈇䇽Ṭᖻ [Tonal Patterns and Rhyme Schemes of Classical 
Poetry], which was published in the early 1960s. It can be seen in Wang Li, 1989.  
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    As noted by Wang Yichuan, there is a tendency towards indirect speech in 
many post-CR works (ibid: 145-48).  In the fiction of Ge Fei Ṭ䶎 and Su Tong 
㣿ㄕ, two well-known post-CR writers, for instance, indirect speech occupies 
a dominant position.  Below is an example from Ge Feis Hese niaoqun 㽀㢢
呏㗔 [Brown Flocks of Birds]: 
 
ỻӾᡁⲴޜሃⲴἵᆀкㄉҶ䎧ᶕˈྩаᇊᱟ⸕䚃ᡁⲴ᭵һ޽
ҏ⋑ᴹԫօᔦըⲴ։ൠҶǄྩ䈤ྩ䈕䎠ҶǄྩ䘈䈤Ӻཙлॸ
ྩ㾱৫෾ᐲޜഝ৲࣐ањབྷරᵚᶕ⍮䴅ກⲴ᨝ᒅԚᔿǄྩ
䈤䘉ᓗ䴅ກᱟᵾᵤ઼аӋ㠚〠Ѫភᱏ㗔փⲴᒤ䖫㢪ᵟᇦޡ
਼ᆼᡀⲴˈྩ䈤䗷аӋᰦى޽ࡠ≤䗩Ⲵޜሃ䟼ᶕⴻᡁǄ(Ge 
Fei, 1993: 76). 
 
Qi stood up from the chair in my apartment house; she must 
have been aware that my story had come to an end.  She said 
that she had to leave then.  She also said that she would go to 
the City Park that afternoon to attend the grand unveiling 
ceremony for a futuristic sculpture.  She said that the sculpture 
had been produced by Li Pu and several young artists who 
claimed to be a group of comets.  She said that she would 
come to visit me again in my apartment house by the 
waterside. 
 
    This passage includes four sentences of indirect speech, which could be 
converted into direct speech as follows: 
 
 ྩ䈤˖ᡁ䈕䎠ҶǄ ྩ䘈䈤˖Ӻཙлॸᡁ㾱৫෾ᐲޜഝ৲
࣐ањབྷරᵚᶕ⍮䴅ກⲴ᨝ᒅԚᔿǄ ྩ䈤˖䘉ᓗ䴅ກᱟᵾ
ᵤ઼аӋ㠚〠Ѫភᱏ㗔փⲴᒤ䖫㢪ᵟᇦޡ਼ᆼᡀⲴǄ ྩ䈤˖
䗷аӋᰦى޽ࡠ≤䗩Ⲵޜሃ䟼ᶕⴻ֐Ǆ 
 
 She said, I have to leave now  She also said, This afternoon, I 
shall go to the City Park to attend a grand unveiling ceremony 
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for a futuristic sculpture.  She said, The sculpture was 
produced by Li Pu and several young artists who claim to be a 
group of comets.  She said, I shall come to visit you again in 
this apartment house by the waterside. 
 
    Direct speech in Chinese texts is conventionally indicated with a colon and 
quotation marks, the former to introduce and the latter to mark. However, 
some authors prefer to blur the distinction between the two speech forms by 
refusing to use quotation marks and colons. In other words, in order to reduce 
the readers impression of narrative authenticity indicated by direct speech, 
or to keep with the oblique style of narration suggested by indirect speech, 
writers remove formal markers of direct speech.  The example below is from 
Su Tongs Qiqie chengqun ࿫࿮ᡀ㗔 [Wives and Concubines]. 
 
伎⎖᩷᩷ཤˈалалൠᢺᢃ⚛ᵪᢃࠪ⚛ᶕˈ৸੩➴ҶˈԆ
ᵍഋઘ▖㥹ൠⴻҶⴻˈ䈤ˈ੶൘ᇦ䟼ᰦ䰤а䮯ቡԔӪ⭏়ˈ
ᡁᜣࠪ৫䐁Ҷˈ䘈ᱟ൘ཆ䶒ྭˈ৸㠚⭡ˈ৸ᘛ⍫Ǆ亲㧢䈤ˈ
ᡁ៲Ҷˈ䰩Ҷॺཙˈ֐䘈ᱟᙅྩǄ伎⎖䈤ˈнᱟᙅྩˈᱟᙅ
✖ˈᙅྣӪˈྣӪⵏᱟ䇙ӪਟᙅǄ亲㧢䈤ˈ֐ᙅྣӪ˛䛓֐
ᘾѸнᙅᡁ˛伎⎖䈤ˈሩ֐ҏᴹ⛩ᙅˈн䗷ྭཊҶˈ֐䐏ྩ
Ԝнаṧˈᡰԕᡁௌ⅒৫֐䛓ݯǄ(Su Tong, 1990: 24) 
 
Shaking his head, Feipu took out his lighter; again and again he 
struck a light but blew it out.  He glanced all around and said, it 
makes me be bored with the family that I stay so long at home; I 
want to go away; its better to stay outside; I have more freedom 
and feel happier outside.  Songlian said, Ive understood now; 
you are actually still afraid of her.  Feipu said, Im not afraid of 
her; Im afraid of trouble; Im afraid of women; women make me 
scared.  Songlian said, why are you not scared of me if youre 
scared of women?  Feipu said, Im also a little bit scared of you, 
but much less; youre different from them; I like to be with you. 
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    CR literature, however, shows a contrasting style, in which direct speech 
dominates. Below is a quotation from Gu Huas Mountains and Rivers Roar:  
 
Ҿᱟєњሿ䶂ᒤˈ䗩䎠䗩䈸ˈ 
ਚᱟੜ䈤Ԇᴰ䘁а⇥ˈᗳᛵнྭʽሿ㧭䖜Ҷ䈍仈ˈ䈤Ԇ䊑
䰧䴧ޜʽ 
ѪҶӰѸһ˛ 哾ሿ㣣ᗳ䟼亯ᰦ⌋䎧Ҷ␑␑ⲴᜱӁǄ 
䘉њһ㾱ᡁ䈤ࠪᶕੰˈݸ䇢ྭᶑԦǄ 
֐আޣᆀʽ 
֐・؍䇱ʽ 
؍䇱ӰѸ˛ 
؍ᆸᵪᇶǄ 
ଚ൞൞ˈнᖃੜⲴˈᡁнੜǄ 
ଚ൞൞ˈн䈕䈤Ⲵˈᡁн䈤Ǆ 
 
Then, the two youths had a conversation as they walked,  
I hear that recently he has a heavy heart, Xiao Mang changed 
topic. It is said that he has become reticent. 
Whats wrong? a gloomy mood came over Li Xiaofang. 
I may tell you but I have to set a condition. 
You are just mystifying. 
You must promise! 
Promise what? 
To keep it secret. 
Then, I dont want to hear what I shouldnt hear. 
Then, I shant say what I shouldnt say. 
 
    This example represents the typical direct speech style of CR fiction, 
presenting such features as short sentences, quotation marks, and single 
speech paragraphs. Stylistically, the prevalence of direct speech in CR 
literature offers a perspective on the straightforwardness of CR literary 
language. In view of the promotion of literary realism during the CR (Yang, 
1996, 88-105), this prevalence accords with the claimed spirit of this literary 
technique encouraging authentic or realistic representation.   
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    The final aspect of this study is the use of ungrammatical sentences. A 
common national language in principle has its established grammatical norms, 
based upon which speakers can check their speeches for grammaticality. Due 
to the particular morphology of Chinese, the establishment of grammatical 
norms has been a controversial topic ever since linguists started to analyse 
the language within the framework of modern linguistics. Nevertheless, in 
spite of its relatively loose characteristics, a broadly accepted grammatical 
system for modern Chinese was generally recognised from around the 1930s. 
The system was endorsed by the Chinese government during the 1950s, 
although, like the grammar systems of other languages, it has had the 
flexibility to allow further revision based on practical usage and natural 
development. Synchronically, thus, we have the basis to judge a structures 
contemporary ungrammaticality even if it is due to become grammatical 
following future development. Based on contemporary criteria, for instance, 
the following sentences from post-CR works are ungrammatical (with the 
ungrammatical parts underlined): 
 
ᡁ⌚┤лᶕ˖ᡁ⡨㾱⍫⵰ˈ⸕䚃ᡁᖃҶ֌ᇦˈ䶎ᢃ↫ᡁǄ 
(Wang Shuo, 1992: 75)  
Tears dripped from my eyes: If Dad were alive and knew I had 
become a writer, he would not beat me to death (he would 
surely beat me to death). 
 
Ԇᇦ䰘ਓᐢ㓿䒢Ҷࠐњ㘱ཤǄ䘈⋑㩭ൠˈବᗇҏн㍗ǄԆᢺ
䬴ᆀᖰ້ка䶐ˈҏ䒢лҶǄ(Wang Anyi, 1995: 197) 
Several old men were already squatting on their heels in front of 
his house. (It) had not come into the world; (she) had not 
groaned aloud. He leant his hoe against the wall, and he too 
squatted down. 
 
⭥ᖡᐢ㓿ᘛ㾱╄ᆼˈԆケ❦ॱ࠶ॱ࠶ൠᝏࣘ䎧ᶕǄ(Wang 
Meng, 1994, 7) 
The film would be over soon; he was suddenly very very moved. 
 
ԆԜањ∄ањᴤ㓟⌱儈ቊ⨶ᜣǄ(ibid: 24) 
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They are all truly pure (,) noble (and) ideal.  
 
    In the first example above the first ᡁ ought to be in the possessive case, 
and then ᡁ⌚ becomes ᡁⲴ⌚ my tears; the last clause 䶎ᢃ↫ᡁ ought to 
be 䶎ᢃ↫ᡁнਟ he would surely have beaten me to death since 䶎н
ਟ is a fixed structure indicating a negation of negation.18 
    In the second sentence of the next example 䘈⋑㩭ൠˈବᗇҏн㍗ has 
two clauses, but neither has a subject.  The absent subjects are neither Ԇ 
he nor 㘱ཤ old men which appear in the preceding sentence or the 
following sentence. The complete form would be Ⴄݯ䘈⋑㩭ൠˈྣӪ(Ԇ࿫
ᆀ)ବᗇҏн㍗ the baby had not come into the world; the woman (his wife) 
had not groaned aloud.  The absence of subjects is not a conventional 
rhetorical omission, and the incompleteness of the two clauses is likely to give 
rise to confusion in reading.
19
 
    In the next example, the second clause includes two adverbials: ケ❦ 
suddenly and ॱ࠶ॱ࠶, the reduplicated form of ॱ࠶ very. Based on the 
contemporary norms, however, bisyllabic adverbs of degree were not eligible 
for reduplication in written Chinese.
20
 
    The final example consists of two parts: subject and predicate. The 
predicate includes a coordinative word group ᴤ㓟⌱儈ቊ⨶ᜣ, where the 
structure does not conform to the existing grammar norms. A reasonable 
form in the context would be ᴤ㓟⌱ǃᴤ儈ቊǃᴤᇼᴹ⨶ᜣ more pure, 
noble and full of ideals.
21
 
    Sentences such as the above are fairly common in post-CR literature. 
Although some of them might be regarded as stylistic features, such as 
ironical imitation, deliberate misuse or language experimentation, they 
 
18
 For the norms of the attributives with de and the negation of negation under discussion, cf. 
Li Dejin and Cheng Meizhen, 1988, 267-72 and 689-92. 
19
 For the rules of the presence and absence of subjects in complex sentences, cf. Hu Yushu, 
1986: 389-90. 
20
 For the norms on the reduplication of adverbs, cf. Li Dejin and Cheng Meizhen, 1988: 107. 
21
 For the norms on coordinative phrases, cf. ibid: 155-62. 
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factually do not conform to the existing grammar norms, that is, they are 
ungrammatical.  
    By contrast, however, rarely can ungrammatical sentences be found in CR 
literature.  For instance, I have not found any ungrammatical sentences in the 
sampled Mountains Green after Rain and The Mountains and Rivers Roar.  In 
Hao Rans The Sons and Daughters of Xisha, I have found only the following 
line which is ungrammatical: 
 
ྩॱ࠶Ⲵ儈ޤǄഐѪྩሩ䘭≲Ⲵⴞḷॱ࠶ᴹؑᗳǄ(Hao Ran, 
1974: 62). 
She was very happy.  Because she had full confidence in the goal 
she was trying to reach. 
 
    This line is comprised of two sentences.  In the first, according to current 
grammatical norms, the structural particleⲴ should be deleted.  The second 
sentence beginning with ഐѪ  because can be taken as a causative 
subordinate clause, but where is the main clause?  If the full stop were 
removed and the two sentences combined into one it would produce a 
structurally complete composite sentence (Li Dejin & Cheng Meizhen, 1988: 
267-72 and 669-73). 
   The remarkable grammaticality of CR literary language is an indication of the 
extent to which people at the time observed the established norms of 
standard Chinese.  Apart from the observance of the CR writers, this may have 
reflected the attention other organisations and individuals paid to 
grammaticality.  For instance, censorship was strict during the CR, and editors 
had to go through manuscripts very carefully: the grammaticality of CR literary 
language may be partly attributable to their efforts.  
Conclusion 
 
    Based on the above analysis, we may reach the conclusion that at a 
syntactic level, in comparison with pre-and-post-CR literary language, CR 
literary language demonstrated, or endeavoured to demonstrate, the 
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following six characteristics: musicality, rhythmicity, symmetry, 
grammaticality, succinctness and straightforwardness.  
    The first three characteristics are rooted in the stylistic paradigms of the 
classical Chinese literary language.  They are based on such intrinsic factors of 
the language as tone changes and an abundance of monosyllabic words and 
homophones.  From the key role poetry played in the development of 
traditional Chinese literature, we may see the importance the latter placed on 
stylistic musicality, rhythmicity and symmetry.  Although themes such as love, 
marriage, homesickness, patriotism, and meditation remained constants in 
traditional poetry, there were changes in verse format over time: from four 
character lines [siyanshi ഋ䀰䈇] to five character lines [wuyanshi ӄ䀰䈇], 
seven character lines [qiyanshi г䀰䈇], regulated verse lüshi, cut off verse 
[jueju 㔍ਕ], song lyrics [ci 䇽],  and arias [qu ᴢ], etc.  These changes 
involved syllable numbers, line numbers, tonal patterns, rhythmical 
constructions, rhyme schemes and syntactic structures.  These all reflected 
the ways in which traditional writers sought to explore musicality, rhythmicity 
and symmetry in language style.  
    However, it was these stylistic characteristics that came under attack in the 
early twentieth century during the May 4
th
 New Culture Movement and its 
literary revolution.  Those pioneers of modern Chinese literature, in opposing 
classical Chinese and promoting the vernacular language, called on writers to 
reject these classical stylistic paradigms, which were significantly weakened in 
subsequent years. 
    Since the rationale for the CR was the destruction of traditional culture and 
its values, it might be expected that the CR literary language would further 
weaken these stylistic paradigms.  Yet, as this investigation shows, what 
actually happened was the reverse: CR literature reaffirmed those traditional 
stylistic paradigms and applied them to literature written in modern standard 
Chinese.  Scholars have carried out many studies on the relationship between 
the CR and traditional Chinese culture, pointing out paradoxes between the 
stated aims of the CR and its actual impact.  The CR was supposed to sweep 
away outmoded facets of feudal culture but it actually carried forward and 
reinforced many of them (Liu Qingfeng, 1996: 127-48).  Other studies have 
focused on the ideological level: for example, the CR personality cult is 
compared to traditional loyalty to emperors, and the CR communist altruism 
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to Confucian and Buddhist asceticism.  However, the fact analysed in this 
study that classical stylistic paradigms were revived during the CR reveals the 
relationship between the CR and traditional culture from a different 
perspective.  
    According to Chinese linguists, one of the practical functions of rhyming, 
parallelism and rhythmicity is to impress readers with sound and structural 
association so as to make the text easier to remember, since in traditional 
China remembering texts was an essential part of literary education (Qi Gong, 
199: 5).  During the CR it was the fashion for people to recite slogans, verses 
and quotations while participating in the relevant ideological campaign.  This 
fashion is reflected in rhyming, parallelism and the rhythmical language.  Thus, 
the aesthetic aims of the CR literary language were undermined by the 
practical function being pursued through intensified musicality, rhythmicity 
and symmetry.  Moreover, in terms of modern rhetorical aesthetics, the 
overwhelming neatness of the literary language would tend to reduce the 
languages modernity, flexibility and liveliness.  
    The fourth of the above-generalised characteristics of CR literary language 
is grammaticality. Unlike pre-CR literature and the arts, which were generally 
denounced during the Cultural Revolution, the norms of Modern Standard 
Chinese (Putonghua) endorsed officially in the 1950s were not subjected to 
attacks during the CR.  Although people showed unprecedented enthusiasm 
for breaking with existing conventions in many other fields, it proved to be the 
case that CR writers consciously and strictly followed existing grammatical 
norms.  Their strict observance of these grammatical norms resulted in the 
unified grammaticality of the CR literary language, although, as a general 
stylistic characteristic, this unified grammaticality to some extent militated 
against stylistic variety and experimentation, especially the development of 
individual styles.  
    The last two generalised characteristics of CR literary language are 
succinctness and straightforwardness, which are essentially applicable to 
meaning.  These stylistic factors could reasonably be attributed to the literary 
authorities consistent promotion of the idea that literature and the arts were 
to serve the common people, especially the workers, peasants and soldiers.  
Complexity, vagueness and sophistication seemed beyond the tastes of the 
specified audience.  Yet, the above analysis indicates that CR literary language 
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was formalistically complex, borrowing classical stylistic paradigms of 
musicality, rhythmicity and symmetry.  These characteristics seem to be in 
conflict with the succinct and straightforward style.  The answer to this 
apparent paradox seems to be that musicality, rhythmicity and symmetry are 
stylistic conceptions that apply to form and structure while succinctness and 
straightforwardness mainly operate at a semantic level.  
    Post-CR literature turned away from the language style of CR literature. 
Classical style paradigms such as musicality, rhythmicity and symmetry largely 
disappeared. During the 1980s and 1990s verse without rhyme or symmetry 
became dominant, and stylistic complexity, obscurity and ungrammaticality 
were common features of poetry, fiction and drama.  Inspired by Western 
modernism, a number of writers enthused about language experimentation, 
engaging in what scholars call a language carnival.
22
  The carnival-like 
experimentation, which was aimed at breaching established norms and 
conventions, has undoubtedly enriched the language style of post-CR 
literature. At the same time it may be thought to have produced certain anti-
aesthetic tendencies. A thoroughgoing investigation is thus needed into the 
language style of post-CR literature and its relationship with its predecessors.  
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